SKILLED BACKEND ENGINEER
Based: Remote or Abu Dhabi, UAE
Reporting to: VP Engineering
Start date: ASAP
Status: Freelance, at least 2 months, potentially more
ABOUT DHARMA
Our mission is to bring the world together through the power of shared experience.
DHARMA is a fast-growing, travel-tech startup based in London, UK and Abu Dhabi, UAE.
Our innovative business model creates, builds, launches, and operates an exciting range
of group travel brands created around passion points, from wellness to sport to food and
drink. Our dynamic, enthusiastic team has a positive impact on the world and does
exceptional work. Together, we are revolutionizing the way travel experiences are built,
promoted, and delivered.
JOB OVERVIEW

You’ll work alongside our VP of Engineering to build the backbone of our Orchestration
Hub. Think Zappier or Make with a lot of clean, well-tested FP-written pipelines of domain
logic. The way we approach building software at DHARMA is, quite frankly, the good kind of
boring: we are not creating complex shiny algorithms. Instead, we are building as little
software as we can to provide as much value as possible in the most maintainable way.
RESPONSIBILITIES

●

Build maintainable and well-tested software

●

Take ownership of a whole Product

●

Communicate effectively with stakeholders

QUALIFICATIONS
●

Demonstrable experience in building quality software

●

An eagerness to learn new business domains

●

A passion for software craftsmanship

●

Ability to work comfortably in an english speaking environment

BOOKS WE’VE LOVED AND TRY TO LIVE BY
●

Domain Modeling Made Functional, S.Wlaschin

●

Domain Driven Design, E.Evans

●

Implementing Domain-Driven-Design, V.Vernon

●

Refactoring, M.Fowler

●

Clean Code, Robert C. Martin

OUR CURRENT STACK
●

Programming language: TypeScript, using fp-ts

●

Backend architecture: serverless-based, hosted on aws

●

Programming style: mostly accessible functional with hints of object-oriented
where helpful

HOW TO LEARN MORE
Thank you for your interest in DHARMA. We genuinely appreciate your enthusiasm.

To apply for this position, please send us your résumé and cover letter. Feel free to submit
the form linked here or send us an email at jobs@seekdharma.com.

